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Requirements analysis
- Survey delivered with good response rate
- Case studies recruited and interviewed
  - Survey analysis underway

Policy
- Principles agreed
- Policy drafted
- Policy accepted by legal advisors
- Case studies gathered
  - Management approval in progress
  - Process guidelines in development

Infrastructure
- Object store hosting live data
- SWORD/Sakai interface potential investigated
  - Institutional repository under development

Dissemination
- Regional meetings
- ARMA 2012
- Oxford Open Science
- ALT-C 2012
- DCC Roadshows
- Blog/Twitter/G+
  - BL DataCite Workshop
  - IDCC 2013

Business case
- Stakeholders interviewed: researchers, industry representatives, managers
- Industry benefits drawn up
  - Final business case under development

Advocacy & guidance
- PGR workshops delivered successfully
- Data advice website published
- Pilot 1-2-1 guidance given to researchers
  - E-learning module under development
  - Transferrable RDM guides for community under development

Data management planning
- Advice on funder requirements
- Template for PGRs
  - Template for Principal Investigators under development
  - Institutional DMPonline template under development